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Phone:  734�243�6210�

Fax:  734�243�5761�

CENTER HOURS: �

Monday through Friday �

8:30 a.m. � 4:00 p.m.�

FRENCHTOWN CENTER FOR 

ACTIVE ADULTS�

�

NOVEMBER 2020 

November is National Caregiver Month.�

THANK YOU!!!!�

The Center re�opened on October 12, 2020 

with a limited capacity. Please have patience 

with us as we move forward with the 

required changes to operate safely.� �

�

Thanks for helping us move forward 

slowly and safely.�
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FRENCHTOWN CENTER LINK                                                                

2786 Vivian Road, Monroe, MI 48162                                                                 

Phone:  (734) 243�6210       Fax: (734) 243�5761                                                         

e�mail: seniors@frenchtownsenior.com  �

Website: www.frenchtownsenior.com�

�

2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS�

�

Floreine Mentel�Chairman   �

Larry Vanwasshenova�Vice Chairman                                                                                       

John Bocks�Treasurer                                                                       

Cheryl Ann Everett�Secretary                                                            �

Thomas Peckham�Member at Large                                                                               �

Daniel Lee Hartong                                                            �

Jon Moore�

Lance Slatton�

Alan VanWashenova�Frenchtown Charter 

Township Liaison�

�

Board of Directors meet on the 3

rd

 Thursday each 

month at 10:00 a.m.�

Center hours:  8:30 a.m. � 4:00 p.m.  Monday/Friday �

Adult Day Service:  Monday � Friday  8:00 a.m. � 4:00 

p.m. Can be open from 6:00 a.m.�6:00 p.m. with 24 

hour notice.�

Dues $20.00 per year if you live in the county and 

$22.00 if you live out of the county, are due in January.   

Lifetime membership $200.00�

Meals at 12:00 Noon � Monday � Friday.  For 

reservations, please call before 9AM the day of.          

734�243�6210                 �

�

FRENCHTOWN CENTER PERSONNEL�

�

Paul Iacoangeli�Executive Director�

Lisa Cooley�Program Coordinator�

Joe Hess�Accountant         �

Gail Koszegi�Building Attendant                           �

Christine Pidruzny�Office Manager�

Patricia Smith�Administrative Assistant                     �

�

�

Kitchen Staff�

Kim Maracle�Head Cook�

Michelle Jones�Assistant Cook�

�

DADC Staff�

Heather Reid�Program Director ADHS�

Paula Cicero, C.N.A.�Adult Day Staff                             �

Nancy Jones�Adult Day Staff                                         �

Jean Siemik�Adult Day Staff�

Activities & Services for Monroe County Older 

Adults at Frenchtown Center�

Limited Activities At This Time�

Bingo�

Bocce Ball�

Bridge�

Bunco�

Caregivers Support Group�

Card Parties�

Chair Exercises�

Craft Classes�

Dinner Dances�

Euchre�

Exercise�

Fund Raising�

Gardening�

Golf Outings�

Hand & Foot�

Health Screening�

Knitting & Crocheting Classes�

Legal Services�

Line Dancing�

Men’s Pool League�

Newsletter�

Nine Ball Pool League�

Noon Lunches�

Notary Services�

Quilting�

Ping Pong�

Tax Help�

Thursday Breakfast�

Travel (Frenchtown Voyagers)�

Water Color Class�

Women’s Pool (Chix & Stix)�

Workshops�

Commission on Aging Disclaimer Statement�

Views & comments expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily the 

views & comments of the Monroe County Commission on aging. The 

Monroe County Commission on Aging is a governmental agency, which 

funds community senior programming through millage dollars.�

The Frenchtown Center for Active Adults program will not discriminate 

against any individual or group because of race, sex, religion, national 

origin, color, marital status, handicap, or political beliefs.�

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.�

www.frenchtownsenior.com�
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Mon� Tue� Wed� Thu� Fri�

2�

�

�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

11am�1pm Quilting�

3�

�

�

�

�

4�

�

9:00 Enhanced Exercise�

�

1pm Happy Hookers�

5�

�

9:00�1:00 Pool�

�

6�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

�

9�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

11am�1pm Quilting�

10�

�

�

1pm  Bunco�

11 �

�

�

9:00 Enhanced Exercise�

�

1pm Happy Hookers�

12�

�

9:00�1:00 Pool�

13�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

�

�

16�

�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

11am�1pm 

Quilting�

17�

�

�

�

1pm   Bunco�

18�

�

9:00 Enhanced Exercise�

�

1pm Happy Hookers�

�

19�

�

9:00�1:00 Pool�

20�

�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

�

23�

�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

11am�1pm Quilting�

24�

�

�

�

1pm  Bunco�

25 �

�

9:00 Enhanced Exercise�

�

1pm Happy Hookers�

�

26�

�

�

27�

�

�

�

30�

�

9:00 Enhanced    

Exercise�

�

11am�1pm Quilting�

� �

�

�

November 2020 Activities �

Dementia Adult Day Care available Monday�Friday (please call for hours)�

Center Closed�

Center Closed�

Voting Day�

The Center re�opened on October 12, 2020 with a limited capacity. 

Please have patience with us as we move forward with the required 

changes to operate safely.� If you do join us, you will need to observe 

the following rules: 1) Wear a Mask except when seated and eating           

2) Maintain six feet of distance 3) Have your temperature taken 4) Scan or 

Sign in at the Kiosk 5) Use the sanitizing stations often 6) Wash your 

hands when possible. Thanks for helping us move forward slowly 

and safely.�
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November 

2020 Menu�

Mon� Tue� Wed� Thu� Fri�

2�

Beef Stroganoff 

w/Peas�

3�

�

4�

Chicken Fajitas�

5�

Swiss Mushroom 

Burger w/Chips�

6�

Grilled Ham & 

Cheese 

Sandwich w/

Tomato Soup�

9�

Grilled Chicken 

Sandwich w/

Chicken Tortilla 

Soup�

�

10�

Boiled Dinner�

11�

�

�

Hot Pork 

Sandwich w/

Mashed 

Potatoes�

12�

Sweet & Sour 

Chicken Over 

Rice w/Salad�

13�

Sloppy Joe �

w/side�

16�

Spaghetti w/

Salad & Bread�

17�

Salad w/Chicken 

on Top�

18�

Sweet & Sour 

Meatballs Over 

Rice�

19�

Wet Burrito�

20�

Chicken & 

Biscuits�

23 Smothered 

Chicken w/

Pepper, Onions 

& Cheese w/

Side�

24�

Chopped Sirloin 

w/Mushroom & 

Onions w/Potato 

& Veggie�

25�

Chef Salad�

26� 27�

Please call 734�636�9477 the day before to order lunch.�

 ***Due to Bingo Dining in Available Monday�Thursday Only***�

****To receive the member 60 or better price of $3.00, you will need your scan 

card.� Staff will be using handheld devices to register your lunch activity for funding 

purposes.� Without a scan card, you will need to pay $5.00 regardless of your age.��

30�

Baked Chicken 

Legs w/Sides�

� � � �

Lunch is Monday through Friday 11:30�12:30�

Dining In Has Resumed *�

$3.00 for members 60 or better �

$5.00 for non members or those under 60�

Please read below for details�

Center Closed�

Center Closed�

If you celebrated a Birthday in March thru November, it is 

time to celebrate your birthday.  Due to the limited seating 

capacity, reserve your seat early.  We are only providing a 

complimentary lunch from the November menu, no singing, 

special dessert or gift, sorry.� You will need to follow a few 

simple requirements. See page 11�
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�

Well, today is Monday, October 12, 2020, the first day the Center has been open an entire 

day in 209 days, or 29 weeks 6 days, or 6 months and 29 days, and it was sort of 

disappointing.  While it was nice to see folks, I just figured more people might show up.  The 

enhanced exercise kicked off, pun intended, but a few regulars were a no show.  We 

opened the dining room, but only a half dozen decided to eat in, the others continued doing 

the carryout.  The recreation area (pool tables) could accommodate a larger crowd, but only 

a couple of faithful’s were playing.  Then again, there wasn’t any special attention given to our opening, 

which was intentional, since capacity is still limited.  We will get there. It just might take some time.�

Some of you will be happy to hear we are in the planning stages of getting bingo started.  With capacity 

limited and social distancing requirements, we will be playing in the dining room for the immediate future.  

We are also eliminating the hard cards and instead will be using paper.  Once we get going, I am sure the 

word will spread quickly, remember you can always check the website for updates.�

November 11 is Veterans day, originally called Armistice Day, to signify what many considered the end of 

“the war to end all wars” on November 11, 1918.  In 1926, Congress officially recognized it as the end of 

the war, and in 1938, it became an official holiday, primarily a day set aside to honor veterans of World 

War I.  In 1954, at the urging of veterans service organizations, Congress amended the commemoration 

changing the word “armistice” to “veterans” so the day would honor American veterans of all wars. �Enjoy 

your day, and thank you for your service.�

As more folks start to come, I want to remind everyone how important it is to use the kiosk when you enter.  

When you step through the doors, you will notice things are slightly different.  The first thing you need to 

do is to have your temperature taken.  With the help of a Michigan Restart grant, we purchased a 

temperature kiosk to automate this task.  If you have ever taken a “selfie,” it’s the same principle.  When 

you approach the display, you will see yourself, it should turn green, and the word “pass” should appear 

and provide your temperature.  Finally, a pleasant tone should sound, so the staff knows you can safely 

enter. If they hear an unpleasant tone, someone will come to assist you.  The next thing you do is continue 

towards the center of the room where the kiosk has been relocated, and either swipe your card or enter 

your first name and phone number.   �

One of the things I have heard during the past several months is how the Center closure has affected 

people's mental health.  While I am no expert and quite frankly don’t know any experts in the field, there 

probably is some validity in what I heard.  In an article in USA Today, Abandoning fantasy of “normal” can 

be healthy. by Joel Shannon.  In part, the article begins by saying the “coronavirus pandemic has changed 

the world and left people longing for a pre�pandemic way of life.  That desire is likely only further straining 

our mental health.”  The author continues by saying, “As long as the virus continues to spread, previously 

normal activities such as going to a bar, attending a crowded concert, or even hosting a family gathering 

over the holidays will continue to come with significant risk.”  We just need to accept things are different.  

The article concludes with Dr. Gieb Tsipursky, CEO of Disaster Avoidance Experts, saying, “Letting go of 

your fantasies about a pre�pandemic life isn’t only good for your mental health � it’s good for your physical 

health.”  “Don’t act as if things are normal.  That can be a tragic, tragic mistake.”�

I cite this because very few people I know don’t yearn for the “normal.”  Do you think for a minute I like 

walking around the Center with a mask on, hiding what was meant to be shared?  Do you think I enjoy 

telling people we can’t provide communal beverages?  Did you honestly believe I relished the idea of 

putting all of the round tables in storage and retuning the dining area to the days of old, and even worse, 

having folks separated by six feet?  How do you think staff feels about having to take temperatures or 

sitting behind plexiglass shields.  I have to agree with the risk�takers it sure would have been a lot easier 

to fling the doors open, ignore the rules and restrictions, and let folks return to the pre�pandemic days.  

Hey, we are all responsible adults right?  Yet in the words of Dr. Tsipursky, that could 

have been “a tragic, tragic mistake.”  �

Come when you are comfortable, and please remember to observe the rules.�
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� � � � A Little Bit of Trivia� � � �

This quiz is on old advertising and magazines, brands and phrases you’ve heard a million 

times.�

�

1. What popular dramatic radio program did Cecil B. DeMille produce from 1936 to 

1945?�

a.� Gangbusters� b. Lux Radio Theatre� c. Donna Reed Show�

�

2. In the late ’40s, what was “Best buy for bread and budget”?�

a.� Parkay Margarine� b. Oscar Meyer Wieners� c. Skippy’s Peanut Butter�

�

3. What brand’s green “has gone to war?”�

a.� Spam� � b. Lucky Strike Cigarettes� � c. Willys Jeep�

�

4. In 1949, what promised “…the very peak of feminine loveliness”?�

a.� Catalina Swimwear� b. “Mild and Gentle” Camay Soap�� �

c. The new “Disguise” bra.�Here’s a hint for that old brain of yours…�

�

5. In 1947, “More Doctors Smoke ___________ Than Any Other Cigarette”�

a.� Camels� � b. Kents� � c. Raleighs� � �

� �

6. Which was the name of a popular fountain pen in 1952?�

a. InkNoMore� b. Esterbrook�� c. JustRite� � � Continued page 7�
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 SCHAFER
 AGENCY INC.
 Insurance & Financial Services

Carleton, MI 48117
734-654-6269

5955 E. Dunbar Rd. • Monroe, MI 48161
734-242-5100

www.schaferagency.com

Kim Sexton, OwnerKim Sexton, Owner
734-240-4974

www.rightathome.net/southeast-michigan
homecare@rahsemi.com

Authorized VA Home Care Provider with
Ann Arbor and Detroit VA Hospitals

and Toledo VA Clinic

Let us help
you gain the skills
and strength to return
home as quickly as possible.
• Physical, occupational and
 speech therapy
• Post-acute hospital stay
• 46 private suites with 
   bathroom/shower
• Rooms include 40” TV,
   phone, Wi-Fi

 MONROE SKILLED NURSING
 AND REHAB

 734-240-1820
 promedica.org

©
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Celebrate the life       Cherish the memories.

• Allen Park • Trenton
• Rockwood • Monroe

martenson.com

Allore Chapel - (734) 241-5225
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A Little Bit of Trivia� � � Continued from page 6�

�

7. In the ’50s, Miles Laboratories in Elkhart, Ind, had a funny little guy promise “instant alkalizing 

action” with what product?�

a.� Alka�Seltzer� � b. Pennzoil� � c. Miles Nervine�

�

8. In 1952, what product used the headline, “I just couldn’t believe my hands!”�

a.� Lux Soap�� b. Beemer’s Gloves�� c. Chrysler Power Steering�

�

9. In 1956, P&G proudly announced, “Triumph Over Tooth Decay” with what product?�

a.� Pringles� � b. Crest Toothpaste�� c. Pepsodent�

�

10. “She was losing him…and she didn’t know why” was the headline for what product?�

a.� Colgate Dental Cream� � b. Prell Shampoo� � c. Listerine�

�

11. What was a “Sign of Good Taste” in 1958?�

a.� Cadillac� � b. Coke� c. Dick Clark Jewelry�

�

12. “Is it true…blondes have more fun?” introduced what product?�

a. Georgiana Wigs� � b. Lady Clairol� c. Brylcreem�

�

Answers Pages 10   �
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THIS SPACE IS
2345 South Custer Rd 

Monroe, MI 48161
Phone: 734.241.9300
ruppfh@sbcglobal.net

A Family Tradition Since 1864.

Mullins Elder Law pllc
 Call Tina M. Mullins, Atty
 Downtown Monroe
 Medicaid / Eligibility / Planning / Application,
 Wills and Trust, Guardianship and Conservatorship
 (734) 244-5457

Helping Families of all Ages, Preserve Dignity and Wealth

  4 Fast, Friendly Service 4 2 Convenient Locations

 4 Easy In - Easy Out 4 Home Medical Equipment

 4 Delivery Available 4 BHRT and Compounding

15483 S. Dixie Hwy.
243-5656

1144 N. Monroe St.
242-2966
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Happy Birthday to all our Members 

with an November Birthday. See the 

Lunch Menu for the Birthday 

Celebration invitation.�

WELCOME NEW MEMBER�

Jon F. Baldock��� �

Roger D. Ringel �

�

�

�

�

�

�

Our sincerest sympathy to the families 

and friends of Lifetime members Lela 

L. Zink and Joyce M. Opfermann. 

Lela passed on October 1, 2020 at the 

age of 100.  Joyce passed on October 

9, 2020 at the age of 92.�

Eleanor� I� Ash�

Mary Ann� �� Barbier�

Charlie� H� Barron�

Larry� W� Bennett�

Geraldine� �� Billock�

Linda� A� Boberg�

Elaine� M� Bolster�

John� P� Bolster�

Elaine� T� Bondy�

Kristin� S� Bostic�

Barbara� L� Boudrie�

Tommy� Willis� Bray�

Kathryn� E� Brown�

Francis� J� Burlew�

Patricia� A� Busenbark�

Mary� A� Collino�

Carol� A� Coppersmith�

Diann� T� Cousino�

Russell� �� Cusumano�

Elizabeth� A� Dickey�

Virginia� M� Drocy�

Diana� L� Duvall�

Judith� I� Eberline�

Phillip� L� Eighmey�

Alma� �� Errett�

Brenda� L� Facey�

Karen� K� Foster�

Marjorie� A� Gardiner�

Ronald� J� Golubic�

Frances� M� Harnishfeger�

Rose� A� Harris�

Phyllis� J� Hebert�

Zennie� D� Herkimer�

George� W� Hess�

Connie� �� Janus�

Melvin� H� Jasper�

Phyllis� S� Kinkead�

Mary� M� Kittle�

Joseph� G� Koszegi�

Jo� Ann� Kunich�

John� C� La Pointe�

Jon� P� LaBeau�

Linda� S� Lauer�

Carol� A� Leachman�

Judy� A� Lindquist�

Richard� W� Luft�

Jane� F� Manor�

Betty� �� Manoulian�

Karen� D� McLaughlin�

Linda� L� Mell�

Ashley� M� Morford�

John� S� Morris�

Corine� O� Naumann�

Rose� A� Nisley�

Stanley� R� Opfermann�

Thomas� J� Peckham�

Suzanne� T� Pegouske�

John� C� Perniciaro�

Salvatore� �� Pizzo�

Lorene� A� Reed�

Lauranda� A� Reynolds�

Bill� H� Ryan�

Sharon� �� Schrader�

John� C� Schwab�

Barry� �� Shorthouse�

Julianne� �� Siech�

Sally� A� Smeltzer�

Thomas� J� Souva�

Gregory� H� Staten�

Mary� A�Van Wasshenova�

Doris�M� VanBuskirk�

Oscar�M� Vandevelde�

Danny� E� Walker�

Jerry� �� White�

Debbie� K� Wiggle�

Patricia� A� Wyman�

Douglas� R� Wyman�

Jean�M� Zochowski�
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Taking Care: Caregivers Appreciation Month�

November is designated as National Caregiver Appreciation Month, a time to honor the people 

who give freely of their time and resources in the service of others. At any given time in the 

United States, it is estimated that around 50 million people are�providing care�for an aging 

family member or friend, or a loved one with a chronic disease or disability. Many of these 

caregivers, especially those providing care for a spouse or significant other, are 

singlehandedly managing the spectrum of caregiving, from transportation to medication 

management, with no medical background or training. At Senior Lifestyle we recognize that 

caregiving, while fulfilling, is also highly physically, emotionally and mentally stressful and can 

be profoundly frustrating, even for those with medical training.�

Caregiver�burnout is a very real risk for those who provide care for others. Ironically, 

caregivers are often unable to see the signs of caregiver stress in themselves; the indicators 

of emotional fatigue on the caregiver may be noticed first by a medical provider, another family 

member or a friend. The following signs may be subtle, but should 

be heeded:�

�� Feelings of depression and isolation.�

�� A sense of ongoing and constant fatigue.�

�� Decreasing interest in work.�

�� Withdrawal from social contacts.�

�� Increase in use of stimulants and alcohol.�

�� Change in eating and sleeping patterns.�

�� Feelings of helplessness.�

While recognizing signs of caregiver burnout is important, taking steps to combat burnout is 

equally vital to maintaining health and the ability to continue caring for a loved one.�Tips�to 

combat caregiver stress:�

�� Consult with professionals to explore burnout issues.�

�� Attend a support group to receive feedback and coping strategies.�

�� Vary the focus of caregiving responsibilities if possible (rotate responsibilities with family 

members.)�

�� Exercise daily and maintain a healthy diet.�

�� Accept help when it is offered. While many people are unable to perform as a primary 

caregiver, they can take on other vital duties such as grocery shopping or errands.�

�� Stay involved in hobbies.�

The role caregivers play in their loved ones’ health and comfort is a significant one, a 

responsibility that can take a toll on the caregiver’s health. With support and self�care, 

caregiving is more manageable and enjoyable for everyone involved. At the same time, it is 

imperative to know one’s limit when providing care. Consulting with a trusted medical 

professional is always recommended to gauge this properly, and when care can no longer be 

managed at home on a full�time basis, caregivers need to be aware of resources in their area 

such as�respite care, adult day centers and senior living communities. Senior Lifestyle 

communities provide respite care as well as assisted living and memory care and our trained 

community specialists are available to help families navigate the transition to senior living 

when the need arises. To learn more about senior care options in your area, please visit our 

website at�www.seniorlifestyle.com. �
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Trivia Answers from page 7 & 8�

�

1.�b. Lux Radio Theatre�

2.�a. Parkay Margarine�

3.�b. Lucky Strike Cigarettes*�

4.�c. The new “Disguise” bra from Hedy of Hollywood. It featured removable rubber pads and a 

scandalous “Deep�Plunge Neckline.�

5.�a. Camels�

6.�b. Esterbrook. You probably had one. Remember the ink all over your hands?�

7.�a. Alka�Seltzer�

8.�c. Chrysler Power Steering. The subheading in a�Motor Trend�ad read, “‘Want to driver her?’ 

Jim asked…and then I had the greatest experience I’ve ever had in a car!”�

9.�b. Crest Toothpaste�

10.�c. Listerine Antiseptic stopped bad breath, also known as the dreaded halitosis.�

11.�b. Coke�

12.�b. Lady Clairol�

� � � � � �

Source: https://www.suddenlysenior.com/its�only�trivia/�
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 734-243-6000
 2800 N. Telegraph Rd.
 Monroe, MI 48162

Selling, servicing and supporting our community for over 30 years
www.friendlyfordmonroe.com

Jen Zalinski to place an ad today! 
jzalinski@4LPi.com or (800) 477-4574 x6633
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The Center re�opened on October 12, 2020 

with a limited capacity. Please have patience 

with us as we move forward with the required 

changes to operate safely.��If you do join us, 

you will need to observe the following rules:�

1.� Wear a Mask except when seated and eating.�

2.� Maintain six feet of distance�

3.� Have your temperature taken�

4.� Scan or Sign in at the Kiosk�

5.� Use the sanitizing stations often�

6.� Wash your hands when possible�

�

Thanks for helping us move forward slowly 

and safely. �

Lets Beat This Thing Together!�

Continue to practice everyday prevention. Wash 

your hands often, avoid close contact, wear a mask, 

cover coughs and sneezes, and clean and disinfect 

frequently touched surfaces often. �

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Did you know that poppies are for the 

ones who gave their lives for their 

country? The donations are used to help 

out the veterans. They are�handmade by 

disabled�veterans, and�are�sold by a 

number of�veteran's�organizations to raise 

money and awareness for 

disabled�veterans. https://www.greenwichtime.com/

local/article/The�reason�vets�hand�out�poppies��

THIS SPACE IS
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109 Apartments  
Opened in 1918
Studio, One, & Two
Bedroom Layouts
Great Move-in
Specials 
Leasing Now!

Amenities Include: 
Fitness Center
Cyber Café 
Resident Lounge
Game Room
Salon / Barber Shop

Office Hours:
Monday – Friday

9:00 am – 5:00 pm 810 W. Elm Ave, Monroe, MI 48162
At Norman Towers, our goal is to enable the perfect lifestyle for one’s 
golden years. Our building was constructed in 1918 as the Hall of the 
Divine Child Boarding School, but its recent renovation puts 21st-
Century living firmly in your grasp. You’ll be able to enjoy the best 
years of your life inside of a majestic historic building while socializing 
with friends and enjoying all the best comforts of life.

Please call to arrange a private viewing
(734) 243-0253 • www.normantowersapartments.com
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As restaurants start to open their dine�in services, you may begin seeing the form shown below.  

While this form currently is not mandatory it could be by the time we are allowed to open.  I am 

making this form available so you can become familiar with its content.  Please be sure to read it 

because it may be incorporated in the kiosk when you scan or sign in.  I am providing a sample 

of what you may see on the following page.�

Please note: We are practicing all preventive measures to stop the spread of COVID�19, 

including guidance from the CDC, FDA, EPA the State of Michigan and our local health    

department.  Despite all of our efforts, you are entering a public facility at your own risk. �
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�

This is the screen you will see when you scan your card or touch the screen.�

  It  is the information on the form transferred to the welcoming screen of the kiosk.�

The following message will appear after you scan or enter your name and phone �

before you can select an activity.  Touch the                         and you will be taken to 

the selection of daily activities where you will pick from our daily activity list.�
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�

COVID�19 FACILITY ADMITTANCE POLICY �

To ensure a safe and healthy environment for the staff, members, guests, visitors, sponsors, 

and vendors, strict adherence to the following recommendations is essential. It is your choice 

to joins, and we would enjoy having you, but if you feel you cannot honor these requests, 

please stay home because your ability to enter depends on following them.�

�� Hygiene Standards � Wash hands with soap for 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer 60% 

alcohol concentration.�

�� Social distancing � To the maximum extent possible, maintain at least a six�foot distance 

between individuals. In areas that are marked, follow the indicators in marked in areas.�

�� Face covering � such as a homemade mask, scarf, bandana, or handkerchief over nose 

and mouth, required wherever possible.�

�� Health Screen Questionnaire � you will be asked to review a series of questions to 

answer. Temperature check � you may have to submit to a noncontact temperature 

check.�

�

Kiosk event check�in � To assist the Monroe County Health Department with Contact Tracing, 

everyone entering the facility will need to use the Kiosk to check�in; otherwise, entry will be 

denied.  THIS WILL BE ENFORCED�

�

All of us will need to continue to make small sacrifices and suffer some more inconvenience 

as we move to a different normal. Our ability to reopen the Frenchtown Center for Active 

Adults and the Dementia Adult Day Care and continue to remain open is dependent on 

everyone's ability to follow the rules. We want to encourage you to do your part if you chose 

to join us.�

Things will be different when you come back.  

We will be following the CDC guidelines and 

guidance from the Monroe County Health Dept.�

�
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�

Medication Mistakes You May Be Making�

Get the full dose of reality on why your prescription may not be working.�

�

Getting prescribed the right medication from your doctor can mean the difference between feel-

ing run�down or up for anything. The problem is that some people don’t take their medications 

properly (and in some cases, they don’t take them at all).�

It’s estimated that close to half of all patients in the United States don’t take their medications 

as prescribed by their physicians, according to a study published in�The New England Journal 

of Medicine.�

A national�2013�survey�sponsored by the National Community Pharmacists Association found 

that adults over 40 with chronic conditions earned a C+ when it came to taking their drugs 

properly � and 1 in 7 were given a grade of F.��

If you suspect you're not quite an A student when it comes to 

taking your prescription drugs, make sure you’re avoiding 

these common medication mistakes.�

1. Mixing Medication With Certain Foods and Beverages�

What you put in your body while on medication matters, so 

it’s important to talk to your pharmacist or doctor about 

whether you should take your medicine with food or not. 

"Food can interfere with the way drugs are absorbed and with the extent and rate at which 

these drugs get into the bloodstream," says�Shereen Abou�

Gharbia, PharmD.�

If the drug concentration changes, the medication could be less 

effective or cause side effects.�Since the extent of these food 

and beverage interactions�varies based on an individual’s age, 

drug dosage, gender, body size, and overall health, check with 

your doctor about potentially harmful combinations before taking 

any medication.�

2. Storing Medication Improperly�

The bathroom medicine cabinet may need a name change, since 

fluctuating temperatures and humidity levels in bathrooms can 

render pills less effective. Instead, keep them at room temperature, where they'll remain dry, 

and away from direct sunlight. And most importantly, keep them out of a child’s reach, says 

Abou�Gharbia.�

3. Forgetting to Read the Inserts�

While it can seem labor�intensive to read the lengthy information included with your prescrip-

tions, it's there for a reason. "It is essential to read drug labels and take them as prescribed to 

avoid any harmful complications and promote a person’s well�being," says Abou�Gharbia. If 

you need a quick translation, ask your pharmacist to summarize key information.�

�

Continued on Pages 16 & 17�

 �
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�

Medication Mistakes You May Be Making�

Continued from page 15�

4. Not Taking Medication as Directed�

Too often, people don’t take their medicine as often as they’re supposed to, or they decide to 

stop taking it early. "If you're not taking the medication as prescribed, then you're probably not 

going to get the benefit that you and your doctor were looking for," says�Gerardo Moreno, MD, 

co�director of the MyMeds program at UCLA Health in Los Angeles. Be sure to follow the 

correct dosage, timing, and any additional instructions to get the most out of your prescription.�

5. Not Timing Your Medication for Optimal Efficacy�

For some medications, when you take them during the day may be important. Some drugs 

clearly should be taken before bed, such as those intended to help you sleep, according to a 

study published in December 2019 in the�Journal of Biological Rhythms. Long�acting insulin 

and some�statins�should also be taken at bedtime.�

Other medications are more suited for the morning, including some drugs that treat acid reflux 

and�attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, according to the authors of the study.�

Research also shows that blood pressure medication might work better if taken at a specific 

time. A study published in October 2019 in the�European Heart Journal�found that patients 

who took at least one of their blood pressure medications at night had a lower�risk of heart 

attack, stroke,�heart failure, and overall cardiovascular death. Why does it matter? Normally, 

blood pressure is lowest in the overnight hours, according to�Jim Liu, MD, a�cardiologist�and 

assistant professor of cardiovascular medicine at the Ohio State University Wexner Medical 

Center in Columbus. Previous research has shown that patients who do not have this normal 

dipping pattern had worse overall cardiovascular outcomes, says Dr. Liu. “Therefore, one 

possible explanation for the results of this study could be that taking blood pressure 

medications at night would restore a normal dipping overnight blood pressure pattern,” he 

says.�

But this isn’t true for everyone. Dr. Liu says that some blood pressure medications 

contain�diuretics, so taking them right before bedtime could force you to make a few middle�of�

the�night trips to the bathroom. The best approach: Talk with your doctor or pharmacist about 

the best time to take any medications.�

6. Not Keeping Your Doctor in the Loop�

If you've seen a specialist or visited the hospital recently, it's 

crucial to keep your primary care doctor, who knows your 

medical history, in the loop to reconcile any medications that 

may have been prescribed.�

"Sometimes in the hospital, they don't have an accurate 

history, or list of the medications that have been tried, or a list 

of the medications that the patient may be on," says Dr. 

Moreno. In some cases, the medical center could even provide the same medication a patient 

is already on, he says, adding "but if there's a generic version and a brand name, the patient 

won't know."�

Continued on page 17�

�
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Medication Mistakes You May Be Making�

Continued from page 16�

7. Drinking While on Your Meds�

"Alcohol can affect the way your body metabolizes drugs and can 

lead to increased side effects like nausea, vomiting, sedation, light�

headedness, and even serious consequences up to and including 

death," says Abou�Gharbia.�

The�National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism�provides a 

list of many commonly used medicines that interact with alcohol. If 

you're going to drink, check with your doctor or pharmacist first.�

8. Skipping Doses�

It goes without saying that it's best to not skip a dose of medication, 

but on the off chance that you don't take the drugs at the right time, you may experience 

various effects depending on the medication you're taking. "If you miss a dose of medication, it 

is important to speak with your doctor or pharmacist to assess the best course of action," says 

Abou�Gharbia.�

9. Using Multiple Pharmacies�

Filling prescriptions at one central drugstore allows the pharmacist to monitor drug duplications 

and interactions. "In general, it's better not to use different 

pharmacies, but sometimes that's hard to avoid because different 

pharmacies have better prices � and some have different 

inventory," says Moreno.�

To avoid any confusion, it's crucial to keep your healthcare 

provider informed about the different pharmacies you're using, 

including the name, location, and phone number.�If you've seen a 

specialist or visited the hospital recently, it's crucial to keep your 

primary care doctor, who knows your medical history, in the loop 

so they can reconcile any medications that may have been 

prescribed.�

10. Relying Too Heavily on Dr. Google�

Will researching your drugs on the internet do more harm than good? The answer is yes and 

no. While experts agree that it's important for patients to educate themselves about the 

medications they're taking, the internet can be a treasure trove of misinformation. Consulting 

your doctors and pharmacists about questions or concerns is the best way to stay informed, but 

if you have to hit the web, use reputable sources. Moreno suggests looking at the 

manufacturer's website or the Food and Drug Administration's�website.�

11. Cutting Corners � and Pills.�

"I see a lot of patients who may be running out of medication, are too busy to come in for a 

refill, or maybe don't have money for the co�pay start cutting their pills," explains Moreno.�

In some cases, it may be acceptable to split a pill with a pill splitter, according to�Harvard Health 

Publishing. However, medications that are coated to help the formula last longer and time�

release medications should not be split. Double�check with your pharmacist or provider before 

making the cut.�              � � � Source: https://www.everydayhealth.com�

“Each capsule contains your 

medication, plus a treatment for 

each of its side effects.”“�
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A Little Humor to Brighten Your Day…...Laughter�A Good Medicine�

Afghan Winners�

Dayton McFarlane�

Deana Ely�

Pictured�Lucy Beck 

presenting to Dayton.�

A Friendly Reminder�

Available at .variations 

location in your area.�

Q: What did the turkey say before it was roasted? �

Boy! I'm stuffed! �

Q: What's the best dance to do on Thanksgiving? �

The turkey trot �

Q: What sound does a turkey's phone make? �

Wing! Wing! �

Q: What do you call a running turkey? �

Fast food.�

Source: https://www.google.com/

cleanseniorcitizenjokes�
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Frenchtown Voyagers Travel Meeting�

October 11, 2018�

Open to the Public, Prizes & Gift Certificates�

�

Responsibility Clause:  The Frenchtown Center for Active Adults acts as agent for the various companies whose accommodations are 

made available and assumes no responsibility for liability in connection with the service of any train, vessel, aircraft or other 

conveyance.  Neither will Frenchtown Center for Active Adults be responsible for any act, error or omission, or for any other injury, 

loss, accident, delay or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason or any defect, in any vehicle or through neglect or default of 

any company.�

The Center is opened with 

limited capacity.  We have been informed by our travel partners that due to the 

executive order given by Governor Whitmer any trips that fall within the established time 

frame will automatically be issued a full refund.  There will be no cancellation fees on any 

upcoming trips that need to cancel due to the COVID�19 outbreak.�

Frenchtown Voyagers Travel Meeting�

2nd Tuesday of each month�

Next Meeting To Be Decided�

Open to the Public, Prizes & Gift Certificates�

www.frenchtownsenior.com.�

COVID�19��NOTICE�

Our travel partners are keeping us informed and we will keep you informed regarding   

changes or cancellations with trips.�

Lisa Cooley, Program Coordinator, has returned to work and can be 

reached at the 734�243�6210 �

Monday�Friday from 9:00 AM�12:00 PM.  �

She looks forward to answering any questions you may have and to 

planning some amazing trips soon.�

NEW DATES FOR The Following Trips…..�

Cape Cod� � June 12�19, 2021�

Mystery Trip � July 19�22, 2021�

Virginia Beach � September 22�27, 2021�

The “Branson Trip” scheduled for 2020 with Ed & Ted’s has been rescheduled for: �

November 29�December 4, 2021.�

Those scheduled for this are automatically re�scheduled.  If you would like to 

cancel, Ed & Ted’s is offering a full refund.  Please contact Lisa for details.�
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NEWS TO NOTE: �

ALL EVENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE�

PLEASE CALL BEFORE COMING�

�� Carryout lunches now available Monday�Friday 11:30am�12:30pm �

* PLEASE CALL THE DAY BEFORE TO ORDER*�

�� The Caregiver Support Group now meets once a month.  �

Next meeting, Please Call for Day and Time�

�� Thursday, November 19�Board Meeting @ 10:00 am�

�

�

�


